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LISERSTILLE is not a regular band, and we are not afraid to say so. If the 
audience comes looking for something similar to everything else, they will be 
disappointed. LISERSTILLE is a Danish band, going international, because 
we have stories of dreams on fire and rocks that talk and pastoral preaching's 
in the suburb town halls, of war and slaves, of industry and treasury and love 
for the sake of love and a paradise even for the heretic. All this in the biggest 
wall of sound that we've got enough blood to get. 
 
Formed in 2004, as an art project designed to put music on the emotions 
derived from paintings, LISERSTILLE has always been on a quest to redefine 
the way we perceive music and question the traditions of modern rock. 
Following the tremendous success of debut album "The Construction of the 
AmpTrain", released by Target Records (DK),  LISERSTILLE opened SPOT 
festival, played Roskilde Festival and several showcases at PopKomm. 
Legendary music journalist, David Fricke also mentioned LISERSTILLE in the 
American issue of RollingStone Magazine and compared the band with the 
early days of Pink Floyd.  
 
Since then, LISERSTILLE has released 3 full length albums; "Apathobvious" 
in 2007, "The Collibro" in 2010, "Nous" in 2012, through danish national major 
label DME Group (former VME Group). On September 16th 2013, the mini-
album "Flight of Belljár" was released through Enough Said Music, showing a 
powerful and melodic band who keeps evolving for the better with every 
release. Opening song "Lyncher's Aim" will do no more than blow your 
perception of music away with its tremendous energy explosions and melodic 
eruption.  
 
Throughout the years, LISERSTILLE has toured mostly in Germany and home 
country Denmark, but also The Czech Republic, Switzerland, Belgium, 
Austria, Italy, France, Norway and Sweden.  
 
In May 2014, LISERSTILLE will return to the stage on SPOT Festival in 
Aarhus, and then straight to Toronto to play the notorious Canadian Music 
Week. After this, the band will focus on writing new material.  
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